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16 of 16 review helpful Artful ly done By Joseph Y Arsenault Absolutely loved this book The lingering aura of a 
previous love devastates the reader by its pernicious poignancy I read and then re read the book and still enjoyed it 
The essay form that Susan Sontag so brilliantly revolutionized comes to life here in ways she would have found 
admirable There are not enough stars to stamp on this book It s novel as poetry ldquo A stimulating combination of 
literary criticism essay and fiction rdquo The New Yorker from the incomparable Ali SmithArtful is a celebration of 
literature rsquo s worth in and to the world mdash it is about the things art can do the things art is made of and the 
quicksilver nature of all artfulness A magical hybrid that refuses to be tied down to either fiction or the essay form 
Artful is narrated by a character who is From Booklist As author of the 2012 Weidenfeld Lectures on Comparative 
Literature Smith finds inspiration in Milosz rsquo s conviction that ldquo The purpose of poetry is to remind us how 
difficult it is to re 
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